Union Members Protest Over Finley Construction

SGA Refunds Nicki Minaj Tickets

Construction Reaches New "Heights"
A resident of Fenwick Hall reported that an unknown individual threw a...
Students wait in line to get their money back after the Nicki Minaj concert fiasco.

although she returned them on Fri-
day. Although SGA President Chris
Goscinski suggested students hold
onto their tickets in the event another
performer is booked, she returned her
tickets. Like many other students who
bought tickets, she feels that whatever
new act follows will not be as big as
Nicki Minaj.

An anonymous non-student said
that his faith in the school has dwin-
dled because of the cancelled concert.
He tried to return his ticket, de-
spite knowing that he could keep it
for another possible concert, because
he felt that “this should not have hap-

pened in the first place.” He, like many
students and their guests, were forced
to keep their tickets because of a last
minute announcement. As the day progressed, more
students showed up at the CSI office to return tickets for the homecoming
concert. Unlike the massive sea of people that waited hours for a ticket, the
night’s events were much smaller than the sell-
ing event. Student Rick Villas said that he
would go to the concert if the Red Hot Chilli Peppers played.

For the students who waited in line for hours to get tickets, it is Nicki Minaj or bust.

“Students are expected to feel
insulted from this incident, but we are
confident this will not affect a decline
of future ticket selling,” Goscinski
said. He recommends that students
“hold onto their tickets to avoid wait-
ing on line for another concert.”

According to Goscinski, the refunds are running “smoothly.” Partial ticket
returns are allowed. All returns can be
made in the Student Center room 104.

“I am happy the SGA is allowing
students to return our money but it
still doesn’t take back the suffering
of the students who missed class
and looked so forward to the concert,” said Nicole Sedloven, a senior.

Goscinski does not recommend
camping overnight on the quad for
future ticket sales.

In case you missed out on the Nicki Minaj scam story, check it out on our website:

www.themontclarion.org

No Act Confirmed, Refunds Continue

Despite the Student Government
Association’s efforts to book a new per-
fomer this last week for Homecom-
ing, no deals have been made with any
talent agencies as of press time.

The SGA will continue to give stu-
dents refunds for tickets.

The SGA is currently working with
multiple agencies in an effort to book
a performer by the end of this week;
if a new performer is found, students
will be sent e-mails with details on the
concert and ticket sales.

According to the SGA, ticket prices
would remain the same: $20 for MSU
students and $40 for guests. The SGA
“has faith” but can’t guarantee there
will be a concert for Homecoming.

“I am very disappointed,” an upset
fan wrote. “I camped outside with friends overnight for
nothing,” said Diana Aedon, a sopho-
mores from West Orange. “I could have
been doing something more produc-
tive. The line was ridiculous and a
waste of time.”

“We are hoping to get another
hip-hop artist. But we do not want
to say any artists’ names yet. We
do not want to make any promises and
disappoint the students again.”

Christopher Goscinski
SGA President
Build union.

Montclarion was recognized in three people there, they all follow this saying as strictly as possible. According to the many Union worker for Local 592. According to the many

The protest was resolved after a day. Local 592 received a phone call after the first day of protesting to say that Grinnell Recycling was removed from the job. The general contractor now plans on hiring union workers instead.

"The contractors did do the right thing. We didn't want to cause a disruption, but sometimes you have to," Rizzo stated.

Paula Malamidi, executive director of University Communications, sent out a public message to people regarding the protest. In it she explained that Century 21 Construction was chosen to work on Finley Hall after a "fair and open competitive public bidding process.

Grinnell Recycling is one of Century 21 Construction’s subcontractors. Whatever agreement the two companies have, the university is not included in it.

Malamidi also stated, "The University will continue to expect and require that Century 21 Construction and all of its subcontractors pay workers in accordance with the prevailing wage and perform their work at Finley Hall in a timely, safe and responsible manner in full compliance with all applicable laws, regulations and the University’s General Terms and Conditions for construction projects.

As of tomorrow, union workers should be back on the job.

Three Journalism Awards

The Montclarion and its staff won three awards in the 2009-2010 New Jersey Collegiate Newspaper Contest sponsored by the NJPA (New Jersey Press Association).

With 315 entries from 13 college newspapers across the state, The Montclarion was recognized in three out of the 14 total categories for last year’s publications under former Editor-in-Chief Kristie Cattafi (now a graduate of MSU). The entries were judged by 15 professional editors from NJPA member newspapers.

In the award for General Excellence, The Montclarion placed second. This award is judged on the overall look of the coverage, writing quality, copy editing, style and layout of the paper. Judges also take into account the “look and feel” of the publication as well as its local appeal, effectiveness and readability.

The Montclarion Wins Three Journalism Awards

The Montclarion staff for Local 592, stated that about 180 men are out of jobs. This is exactly why Local 592 protested. Their workers are from the area as well, many of them residents of Essex County.

"We have just as much right to work," Kane said.

Taveras just wanted to know why her co-workers, and herself, were being pushed to the curb. The co-workers are just as skilled, if not more, as the non-union workers. "So what is the issue?" Taveras asked.

"Build better, build safer, build union," Rizzo stated. This is the motto that Century 21 Construction’s subcontractors are just as skilled, if not more, as the non-union workers. "So what is the issue?" Taveras asked.

"Build better, build safer, build union." Joe Rizzo

USS worker for Local 592

"Build better, build safer, build union." Joe Rizzo

USS worker for Local 592

for Local 592. According to the many people there, they all follow this saying as strictly as possible. All of the men and women of Local 592 gathered outside of the Normal Ave. entrance at 6 a.m., said Taveras. She actually helped organize the protest.

Her motivation for the protest came from the fact that many of her co-workers were losing their homes and getting laid off. She was also bothered because many of them live in the immediate area of Montclair State University.

"The contractors did do the right thing. We didn't want to cause a disruption, but sometimes you have to," Rizzo stated.

Paula Malamidi, executive director of University Communications, sent out a public message to people regarding the protest. In it she explained that Century 21 Construction was chosen to work on Finley Hall after a "fair and open competitive public bidding process.

Grinnell Recycling is one of Century 21 Construction’s subcontractors. Whatever agreement the two companies have, the university is not included in it.

Malamidi also stated, "The University will continue to expect and require that Century 21 Construction and all of its subcontractors pay workers in accordance with the prevailing wage and perform their work at Finley Hall in a timely, safe and responsible manner in full compliance with all applicable laws, regulations and the University’s General Terms and Conditions for construction projects."

As of tomorrow, union workers should be back on the job.
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The beginning of the project that was started by Grinnell Recycling.

Machines used during the construction are kept behind fences for students' safety.

To see the actual demolition of Finley Hall, visit our website to watch the video.

www.themontclarion.org

Interested in writing for the news section?

Email Nicole Simonetti:

msunews@gmail.com

Test

If so,
Each suite will hold three to four residents and house 1,978 students. The traditional style dorms will be more costly to fix older buildings. “The facilities are much more state of the art,” said Pennington. “It’s too costly to fix older buildings.”

The decision to add more dorms was made, which explains why the dorms are going up so quickly. “A lot has gone up rather quickly,” said Pennington. “It’s tremendous and fun to watch. Every day I walk in and say, ‘that wasn’t here yesterday.’”

“A lot has gone up rather quickly,” said Pennington. “It’s tremendous and fun to watch. Every day I walk in and say, ‘that wasn’t here yesterday.’”

The buildings are quickly being constructed where parking lots 23 and 24 used to be. Once the Heights is finished, students might not have to live in the hotel or triples. Parking lots 23 and 24 were eliminated to make room for The Heights. Once the Heights is finished, students might not have to live in the hotel or triples.

The traditional style dorms will be suite style and house 1,978 students. The traditional style dorms will be suite style and house 1,978 students. The traditional style dorms will be suite style and house 1,978 students.

Husking and Walt Whitman. Parking lots 23 and 24 were eliminated to make room for The Heights. Some of the parking will return as part of the construction cause intense traffic.

“The facilities are more much state of the art,” said Pennington. “It’s too costly to fix older buildings.” The Heights is designed for fresh- men and sophomores, although everyone is eligible to live there.

The buildings are quickly being constructed where parking lots 23 and 24 used to be. Once the Heights is finished, students might not have to live in the hotel or triples. Parking lots 23 and 24 were eliminated to make room for The Heights. Once the Heights is finished, students might not have to live in the hotel or triples.

The traditional style dorms will be suite style and house 1,978 students. The traditional style dorms will be suite style and house 1,978 students. The traditional style dorms will be suite style and house 1,978 students.

Husking and Walt Whitman. Parking lots 23 and 24 were eliminated to make room for The Heights. Some of the parking will return as part of the construction cause intense traffic.

“I believe it will have a positive increase on student and Campus Life. “I believe it will have a positive increase on student and Campus Life. “I believe it will have a positive increase on student and Campus Life. “I believe it will have a positive increase on student and Campus Life. “I believe it will have a positive increase on student and Campus Life.

Karen Pennington, vice president of Student Development to be built,” said Karen Pennington, vice president of Student Development to be built,” said Karen Pennington, vice president of Student Development to be built,” said Karen Pennington, vice president of Student Development to be built,” said Karen Pennington, vice president of Student Development.

“We’re very excited for the buildings deli, Italian, grilled, vegetarian, an all center of the complex. The dining hall will include five deli, Italian, grilled, vegetarian, an all center of the complex. The dining hall will include five deli, Italian, grilled, vegetarian, an all center of the complex. The dining hall will include five deli, Italian, grilled, vegetarian, an all center of the complex. The dining hall will include five deli, Italian, grilled, vegetarian, an all center of the complex.

Features inside include air conditioning, heat, Wi-Fi, community rooms and kitchens, security upgrades, laundry rooms and multipurpose rooms. Features inside include air conditioning, heat, Wi-Fi, community rooms and kitchens, security upgrades, laundry rooms and multipurpose rooms. Features inside include air conditioning, heat, Wi-Fi, community rooms and kitchens, security upgrades, laundry rooms and multipurpose rooms. Features inside include air conditioning, heat, Wi-Fi, community rooms and kitchens, security upgrades, laundry rooms and multipurpose rooms. Features inside include air conditioning, heat, Wi-Fi, community rooms and kitchens, security upgrades, laundry rooms and multipurpose rooms. Features inside include air conditioning, heat, Wi-Fi, community rooms and kitchens, security upgrades, laundry rooms and multipurpose rooms. Features inside include air conditioning, heat, Wi-Fi, community rooms and kitchens, security upgrades, laundry rooms and multipurpose rooms.
The night of Nov. 9, 1938 will live in history forever. Kristallnacht, the night of plundering, fires and arrests was a typical holocaust for German-Jews. Hitler's SS, black shirts knew what they were doing, upholding peaceful, Jewish life in Germany. For some MSU seminar students, a first-hand account from survivor Fay Goglia, 88, was extra special. The first time speaker addressed the loss of a dozen students about Kristallnacht, also known as "The Night of Broken Glass." The intimate talk sparked interest in her life story as well as the events leading up to and following Kristallnacht.

"I can only tell what I experienced," Goglia said. Accompanied by her daughter Mary Goglia-Vitaletti, Goglia remembered specific details about the Holocaust, that brought tears to students' eyes. Life in Germany before Kristallnacht was harsh. "The country was beautiful and the people were very intelligent, but things changed when Hitler came into power," Goglia said. The black shirts gutted every Jewish home. All the contenu were thrown out onto the streets. The Gestapo would take families away if they contradicted Hitler or the Third Reich. Children couldn't even talk to their parents. Those who resisted the new law, she would be taken away by the Gestapo. The Gestapo would take families away if they contradicted Hitler or the Third Reich. Children couldn't even talk to their parents. "So many people I saw get dragged away if they contradicted Hitler or the Third Reich. Children couldn't even talk to their parents. As they bent down to help him, she heard a voice say, "Don't bend down. You're going to get shot!""

The dead lined the streets. Germany was a terrible nightmare for Germans. "There wasn't a store open," Goglia said. "There wasn't a store open." The days following Kristallnacht were radical. Goglia remembered walking to school and seeing a familiar looking man shot in front of her. As she bent down to help him, she heard a voice say, "Don't bend down. You're going to get shot!" So she got up and ran home "dumbfounded." She couldn't speak for hours after that incident. The dead lined the streets. Goglia walked through downtown Germany fearing for her life. Hitler's "brutal tone went right through you."

"You never know what comes tomorrow." We should make the most out of the days that we have. Germany prayed to Hitler as if he were a god, there were no posters of him everywhere in Germany. His speeches were broadcasted throughout the country. He made all Jews wear the Star of David on their arm to separate them from the Aryan race. The children were then sent to camps, also known as hostels, where Jewish families adopted the new orphaned children. "We were tagged like cattle," Goglia said with a chuckle. Children were supposed to be treated as if they were part of the family, but Goglia wasn't as lucky. She was adopted by a family who treated her like a servant who wasn't able to eat at the table with them. Soon after, Goglia married an American GI and immigrated to the U.S. in 1946. She was on the first war-bride ship and was featured on the "March of Time" newsreel with a 2-year-old son. It was shown throughout the U.S. in 1946. She was on the first war-bride ship and was featured on the "March of Time" newsreel with a 2-year-old son. It was shown throughout the U.S. in 1946.

The children were then sent to camps, also known as hostels, where Jewish families adopted the new orphaned children. "We were tagged like cattle," Goglia said with a chuckle. Children were supposed to be treated as if they were part of the family, but Goglia wasn't as lucky. She was adopted by a family who treated her like a servant who wasn't able to eat at the table with them. Soon after, Goglia married an American GI and immigrated to the U.S. in 1946. She was on the first war-bride ship and was featured on the "March of Time" newsreel with a 2-year-old son. It was shown throughout the U.S. in 1946.

However, they remained close. Their adoptive families lived close to each other and they frequently saw each other. Soon after, Goglia married an American GI and immigrated to the U.S. in 1946. She was on the first war-bride ship and was featured on the "March of Time" newsreel with a 2-year-old son. It was shown throughout the U.S. in 1946.

In this week's Nessa.0 there is plenty of fruity goodness flying through the air in "Watermelon Launch." This clip is from the television show The Amazing Race and it is quite a HIT!
Eating On the Go: Make Your Own “Fast Food” Ahead of Time

Quick Facts:
1. Carry water with you all day
2. Pack dried fruits and veggie sticks
3. String cheese and nuts make good snacks
4. Buy some fall and winter fruits
5. Eat dark chocolate in moderation

James Carpentier
Staff Writer

With the new school year in full swing, MSU students, faculty and campus staff may still be adjusting to the flow of daily activities. Unfortunately, nutrition may sometimes take a back seat and the old adage, “you are what you eat,” certainly holds true. In other words, smart food and beverage choices may indeed make you “smarter” in class, on the job or on the athletic field as far as boosting brain power, mental focus and alertness are concerned.

Another dietary axiom, “an apple a day keeps the doctor away,” certainly holds true. In other words, smart food and beverage choices will keep your metabolism high.

Food for thought: Eating On the Go

So get yourself some old-fashioned brown lunch bags for the weeks ahead and a box of handy little foldable sandwich bags — and when you get some time on weekends, for example, start making your own “fast food.” Unless you have food allergies, heed these nutritional guidelines:

• Carry that water bottle all day.
• Pack some dried fruits such as raisins and vegetables such as celery or carrot sticks. These items have long storage life.
• Pack a similar post-workout meal such as apples and pears. You can store them well at room temperature to give them a longer shelf life than summer fruits such as peaches.
• Take advantage of buying fall and winter fruits such as apples and pears. Even though they are not in season, they have the same nutritional benefits as those food choices earlier mentioned (i.e. dried fruit and cheese, nuts or seeds and dark chocolate). Have a similar post-workout meal within a half hour to help recover from exercise and sports, which also keeps your metabolism high.

When you’re at the campus recreation center or basketball court for practice, make sure you bring your water bottle. Also, have a pre-workout meal about a half-hour beforehand, comprising protein and carbohydrates such as those food choices earlier mentioned (i.e. dried fruit and cheese, nuts or seeds and dark chocolate). Have a similar post-workout meal within a half hour to help recover from exercise and sports.

Scientists have found that it’s good for your heart. But don’t go overboard, as chocolate is high in calories as well.

Sports and fitness professionals advise that you drink water before, during and after exercise or sports for sufficient hydration.

To be at peak mental and physical performance, nutritionists recommend consuming plenty of water to stay hydrated and eating small meals spaced every two or three hours throughout the day, comprising of protein, healthy carbohydrate choices and beneficial fat.

Below are several portable mini meal choices and suggestions that will keep you energized when going from class to class and fueling your body before exercise or sports practices.

The meals will keep your metabolism and blood sugar optimized so you’re not going several hours without food and then piling up your plate and overeating later in the day.

Carry some dried fruits such as raisins and vegetables such as celery or carrot sticks. These items have long storage life.

Get some string cheese, nuts and sunflower or pumpkin seeds for a quick high-protein snack.

Cheese is also a great source of calcium for bone health. Nuts and seeds have essential dietary fat and vitamin E.

These items have long storage life.

Pack a similar post-workout meal such as apples and pears. You can store them well at room temperature to give them a longer shelf life than summer fruits such as peaches.

Looking for something to satisfy your sweet tooth? Instead of a sugary soda, cookie or cake, have a few pieces of dark chocolate each day.

Scientists have found that it’s good for your heart.

1. Carry water with you all day
2. Pack dried fruits and veggie sticks
3. String cheese and nuts make good snacks
4. Buy some fall and winter fruits
5. Eat dark chocolate in moderation

Quick Facts:
that will help familiarize them with sisterhood. Schools such as Kean, William Paterson, Rutgers, Seton Hall and NJT have this program available to women interested in learning more about a potential sorority. The mom was split up into two separate sections: the men's section and the women's section. The women were then challenged to work out together related issues together in fun ways. Role-playing was an effective way of doing so. In one role she miał a male and female student where asked to display what they would do in a situation where a girl is looking for her boyfriend's phone. Students were further chal- lenged when asked to switch gender roles for this part. Clips from an Eddie Murphy stand up routine were shown in which he humorously discussed cheating and the type of women he is attracted to. Clips from the movie "He’s Just Not That Into You" were also shown. Williams was sure that the issues discussed were not only interesting but relevant. Not only did she seek for students to have fun in her two week planning process, she also want- ed to bring positivity to the campus. Williams hopes that the students who attend this event will continue to use the lessons they learned on campus. "I want to inspire students to examine the issues that separate men and women, so they can apply them to their own lives," said Williams.

Scott Buchanan, 27, is a gradu- ate student with a very specific goal. He is currently in the run- ning to win the Thriving Student Scholarships. SolvayCARES is not your aver- age scholarship, it is awarded only to college students living and sur- viving with cystic fibrosis (CF). CF is a hereditary chronic disease that affects about 30,000 people in the United States, Buchanan being one of them. He was diagnosed with the disease when he was 2 years old. Buchanan is currently a graduate student working towards his mas- ters in biology with a concentration in ecology and evolution. He spends a lot of his time researching hog-nosed snakes, which are a species of conser- vation concern at Cape Cod national seashore. This is his second and fin- al time applying for the scholarship. Buchanan is currently a graduate student working towards his masters in biology with a concentration in ecology and evolution. He spends a lot of his time researching hog-nosed snakes, which are a species of conser- vation concern at Cape Cod national seashore. This is his second and final time applying for the scholarship.

The SolvayCARES scholarship has been helping students with CF for over 20 years, and it is awarded by awarding the Thriving Student Scholarship. The scholarship comes with a cash award of $5,000.00. In order to apply, Buchanan had to submit an essay, the usual cre- dentials required for most other schol- arships and a video application. "It is intended to inspire people," says Buchanan of the presentation. Along with his essay, he made a video containing a photo collage. "The photo collage represents who I am, who I do and show that cystic fibrosis hasn't held me back in any way," he said. There are a few ways to cast your vote for the SolvayCARES scholar- ship. The first way is to go to www. solvaycaresscholarship.com, select Scott R from the hometown and vote online, call 1-888-308-3680 and then number 37 or text VOTE37 to 30364. You can also visit the website to see Scott’s video, read his essay and find more information about the schol- arship itself. Voting ends on Oct. 21.
WINTER SESSION

**WINTER SESSION 2011**

www.montclair.edu/winter

**December 21, 2010-January 14, 2011**

*Schedule available on WESS, October, 2010.*

**Web registration begins:**

- **November 8** for Montclair State Students
- **November 17** for Visiting Students

**Winter Session registration ends December 15**

- Online and Hybrid courses offered
- Enroll in up to 4 credits this winter
- **December 21** — Assignments and readings will be posted on Blackboard for all courses
- **December 25-January 1** — Campus closed
- **January 3** — In-person meetings begin for hybrid courses
- **January 14** — Last day of classes

*Check your Montclair State e-mail regularly for important information from your professor.*

**Visit WESS for course schedule and details***

**Winter 2011 Tuition and Fees**

**Undergraduate:**

- **NJ Resident:** 1st credit: $334.12 Ea. Add’l credit: $244.12
- **Non-resident:**
  - Returning: 1st credit: $559.57 Ea. Add’l credit: $469.57
  - New*: 1st credit: $641.75 Ea. Add’l credit: $521.75

*Rate applies to all non-resident undergraduates enrolled for the first time at Montclair State, Fall 2007 or later. Contact Bursar’s office for details.

**Graduate:**

- **NJ Resident:** 1st credit: $591.34 Ea. Add’l credit: $469.57
- **Non-resident:** 1st credit: $863.88 Ea. Add’l credit: $773.88

**Payment Plan Available**

For additional rates and fee schedules, visit montclair.edu/bursar

Student loans may also be available.

**Summer Sessions, Winter Session, and Special Programs**

E-mail: winter@montclair.edu  •  Voice: 973-655-4352  •  Fax: 973-655-7851

*The University reserves the right to cancel courses, change faculty and/or room assignments, modify its calendar, and make adjustments to the course schedule and the availability of the Web registration system.

**Above are approximate tuition and fees for Winter Session 2011. Tuition and fees are subject to change without prior notice.
Welcome back MSU students to another firm-filled workout with dumbbells! This week is all about the obliques and how you can tone them for the upcoming Halloween season. I’ll show you how to look saucy and classy in your costumes with no more love-handles in sight!

Workout:

Step 1- Side Dunk: Stand with your knees slightly bent and place both your dumbbells in your left hand. Now, you are going to gently tilt your body to the left at a 45-degree angle and bring it back up, creating a dunking motion. You want to keep good posture while doing these. If having both weights in one hand is too hard, start out with one and work your way up to two. Repeat this dunking motion on your right side and do two sets of 15 reps.

Step 2- Side Crunch: Stand with your legs apart and with a weight in each hand. Place your left hand on your hip and bring your right arm up over your head. As you bring your arm back down bending at the elbow, bend and lift your right knee up, causing them to touch. As you release your right leg down, raise your right arm back over your head. Repeat this 15 times and switch sides. Do two sets and make sure you squeeze your oblique and contract when you are in the elbow to knee position.

Stretch:

Step 3- Ballet Stretch with Pulse: This will loosen your oblique muscles, as well as maintain a moderate burn. Stand with legs apart and stretch your left arm over your head and the right on your hip like in step two. Hold this pose for five seconds, then with your raised arm, do a pulse to the right, stretching the arm further over your head. This helps to lengthen the body as well as create a burn. Do 20 gentle pulses and switch arms.

Step 4- Ballet Stretch: This is the same as the last stretch except you will hold the pose with no pulsing. Stretch with your arm as far as possible and hold for 20 seconds on each side. This will really give the muscles a good cool-down and time to relax.

Well that’s all for this week’s segment and I hope you consistently do this workout because it really will help with that problem area. You can watch the full video on themontclarion.org and see you all next week!

Do the Workout at home!

video on themontclarion.org!

CONTACT US!
MSUFEATURE@GMAIL.COM

YOU CAN ALSO CHECK US OUT ON OUR WEBSITE:
WWW.THEMONTCLARION.ORG
If you are interested in drawing a cartoon for publication in The Montclarion, please contact msuproduction@gmail.com to get your drawings featured in the Toons section.

A Cartoon by John Maddi

A Cartoon by Carol Vilchez

The Adventures of A.J. and J-Rock

By: Aaron Marte
The Exorcist is coming to Montclair State University

Father Vincent Lampert, is one of less than two dozen Priests in the United States who have been trained, and given the faculties from the Catholic Church to serve as an Exorcist.

Fr. Lampert was appointed the official Exorcist for the Archdiocese of Indianapolis in 2005 and received formal training under the Head Exorcist in Rome in 2006.

Father Lampert will deliver the FIRST ANNUAL ARCHBISHOP JOHN J. MYERS LECTURE SERIES, sponsored by the NEWMAN CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY at MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY on the Catholic Church’s understanding of exorcism, demonic activity, and the like. The event, “The Real Exorcist,” is open to the public and a Q&A session will follow the formal portion of Father’s presentation.

October 13, 2010 - 7:30 Pm
Montclair State University
University Hall Conference Center
(7th Floor)

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
A Class II Organization of the Montclair State University SGA
The personal life of every individual is based on secrecy, and perhaps it is partly for that reason that civilized man is so nervous and anxious that personal privacy should be respected.

-Anton Chekhov
Local Service’s Sentiments Severely Slip

Boy, do I sound pessimistic, but from per-
has once again been filled.
buried in the rubble of new prospective
adult of 18 years, they have no openings.
the chances for anyone seem slim to none.

While this does not always affect the
states.
being bought in other states.
textbooks are tailored for Texas and then
for editing where felt necessary. Responses were given on the campus of Montclair State University on Wednesday Sept. 29, 2010.
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These two factors combined mean that
textbooks are tailored for Texas and then
these tailored texts become best sellers, con-
sequently becoming cheaper, leading to their being bought in other states.
What the Board of Education wants
in textbooks in Kanaus, Ohio, Oregon and many other states.
While this does not always affect the
curriculum, considering that other state
and local school boards approve their own
courses of studies, it has the potential to do
so. The textbook publishers have said that
due to the current condition of textbooks, it is
easier to tailor their offerings to different
states.

Therefore, changes that Texas is requir-
ing their texts to make, can, and most likely
will, affect what is taught throughout the
states.

Texas has recently adopted changes to
their social studies and science curriculums
for the 2010-11 school year.

Some of these changes are minor, and
perhaps beneficial, such as reinforcing the
idea that Germans and Italians were also
involved during World War II, while other
alterations are questionable.

Perhaps one of the most known beliefs
that Texas has been supporting is the inclu-
sion of creation theory in textbooks.

This is not the way that they are bringing
the teaching of evolution.

No, I am not jealous, but if someone beats
me to a position, let them at least be worthy.
No, I am not cocky either, but if I
remember correctly confidence is key.

This article is not to the mothers and
father’s/insert other guardians/having/shoving
day after day away after day to support their families.
It is for those students that are paying for
their college tuition and so on.

It is so that group, disheveled tween who
has no one in the world but her disas-

 Burr this that "hot shot" whose biggest empow-
ering is going to the party going and getting as high as a kite.

Now, I am a consumer. I am a client.
All I want is a little respect. All I want is a "little have a nice day."

I understand these employees may be
having a hard day. Perhaps I overlooked
the fact that they were little to no sleep
the night before.

Perhaps their hour just gave them a
hard time because they were the victim in
the register wrong.

Perhaps they just gotten out of a
relationship. But did they ever think that
I am purchasing this new dress because I
am trying to salvage my own relationship.

Students Speak: After the Nicki Minaj scandal, are you more or
less likely to participate in homecoming?

After the Nicki Minaj scandal, are you more or
less likely to participate in homecoming?

David Osmundsen Freshman Theater Studies

“I’m indifferent. I didn’t really care
which celebrity was coming to
Montclair. I would have gone
to homecoming just for the sake of
going.”

Justin Guillou Freshman Computer Science

“Personally, I wasn’t really in-
terested in the Minaj scandal. I
wasn’t going to go for that. But,
I think I may still check out home-
coming.”

Malcolm McMichel Freshman Theater Studies

“Well, it didn’t piss me off. So, I
would say less, but I’m still go-
ing to go. I’m curious to see who
they get through.”

Cassandra Hendricks Freshman Math

“At first I was less likely to par-
ticipate, but I am participating now.
It did effect it a bit, but I work
here so now I’m more involved.”

Students Speak Policy Responses to Students Speak are the opinions of the students of Montclair State University and are not necessarily those of the staff of The Montclarion and Montelecan Publishing, Inc. Once given, responses are the property of The Montclarion and Montelecan Publishing, Inc. and is eligible for editing where felt necessary. Responses were given on the campus of Montclair State University on Wednesday Sept. 29, 2010.

Jessica Freeland Columnist

“After all the Nicki Minaj scandal, are you more or less likely to participate in homecoming?”

Jessica Freeland is an English major, in her first year as Columnist for The Montclarion.
Mark Gould
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Let me start off by saying upfront that Jimmy Eat World has always been my favorite band, and instead of reading this review of their new album, Invented, you’re better off buying the album right now and enjoying the next 11 minutes of your life. Go ahead and give it a listen. I’ll be here when you’re done.

It’s amazing, isn’t it? It often takes Arizona pop rockers Jimmy Eat World a few years to make an album. Rightfully so, because the band doesn’t rush anything. The sound has always been well designed and more meaningful than common place pop bands that produce hits year after year. Jimmy Eat World entered the scene in 1996 with Static Tension, back before Jim Adkins became lead vocalist. That album was essentially followed by 1999’s Clarity, often hailed by die-hard fans as the band’s finest. It wasn’t until 2001 when Bleed American, which was later changed to Jimmy Eat World after the events of Sept 11, was released and landed the band worldwide success. The album’s hit single, “The Middle,” became a teenage anthem and to this day is still the only song certain people will recognize. Since then, Jimmy Eat World has gone on to release several successful albums, although some fans may claim the band has trailed off since those early days.

Skepticism can go ahead and put their worries away right now. Jimmy Eat World is not a band to disappoint fans. Invented is the next page in the band’s legacy, and will likely solidify Jimmy Eat World’s position as one of the best pop rock bands in the past few decades. The music may not be anything too innovative or original, and the lyrical content likely won’t impress many listeners, but the album as a complete work is the absolute best of standar
dard.

Each song on Invented is polished with enough production, but they are not overly done movie soundtrack gems. “Mor
cable” could be an exception though, because the orchestral elements almost make it sound like a song The Gos Gos dolls would record. The single, “My Best Theory,” oddly doesn’t have the same feel as the rest of the album. The song sounds like Jimmy Eat World is trying to re-write older singles. The band does its best when the focus is turned away from excessive truck mastering, and kept simplistic and passionate, which is the case on songs like “Stop” and “Cut,” which both provide musical ele
ments that Jimmy Eat World has perfected on past albums. A classic trademark of Jimmy Eat World is the abil
ity to finish an album strong. The best instance occurs on

the album Futures, where the epic track “25” provides both
the peak and resolution of the album’s theme. Invented gives us
more of the same, relying on “Mixtape,” and while it is not as captivating as other songs, the song is still strong, extremely catchy and easily builds to a powerful middle, only to slow back down and create a delicate, rewarding finish.

Upon first listen, Invented
may not seem too impressive. It may sound like a talented band doing what they have always done. However, each
song has unique qualities that

theor cannot

Invented is arguably the best album to be released so far this year. It’s been three long years, but it’s finally time to fall back in love with Jimmy Eat World.

by Jess Barabagalschwarz, played by Kristen Sieh, who delivers a fatherly performance. The rest of the characters thought he was the last of the competitors to embark, he actually never left. He keeps this as a secret.

Jet Lag is based on two
actual personalities in re
cent history whose lives were
meshed in complications of
time and space brought on by
temporary technologies,”
which opens up with the story of a

in which there is no clear plot.

This is one of those plays in which there is no clear plot. There is no cause and effect, or a sequence of beginning, middle and end. Instead, it is composed of imagery and brief scenes to watch and experi
cence. Jet Lag causes you to think, and the cast acts well to help communicate the idea that a play is, it is a performance. You will leave the theater asking, “What did I just watch?”

Performances of Jet Lag will run at Kasser Theater until Oct. 3.
James Franco Stars in *Howl*

Provides Solid Attempt to Recreate Ginsberg's Legend

**Mark Gould**  
Arts & Entertainment Editor

James Franco stars in *Howl*, a film based on the famous Allen Ginsberg poem, as well as the court proceedings following its alleged obscenity. Although mostly well done, no film is safe when attempting to tackle a topic with such a communal high level of importance.

The film is composed in three parts, reminiscent of Ginsberg retelling various animated segments. The remaining scenes of *Howl* are intertwined with depictions of Ginsberg's famous relationships, such as those with Carl Solomon and Jack Kerouac.

**The animation during *Howl* is particularly detailed, but seems out of place. The illustrations are occasionally obscure, so they should be, but feel too similar to a more colorful portrayal of Tim Burton's work. They also provide only one depiction for a poem which could have various interpretations.**

The court scenes create an interesting discussion of what should be considered literary relevance, but they could have been placed better. In fact, they only made a memorable presence towards the end of the film, after the viewer begins to forget their significance.

The remaining scenes of *Howl* are composed of Ginsberg wrestling various parts of his life. He provides some of the reasons for writing the poem as well as its meaning. Franco puts on his best effort to enter the slightly neurotic mind of Ginsberg.

Watching *Howl* was a bit like watching the Super Bowl. If you're a fan of the sport, or poetry in this case, the excitement level is very high. However, when finally watching, the onslaught of advertisements, interviews, commentary and other various distractions will leave you feeling slightly disinterested and abandoned. The three components of the film often switched between one another so frequently that none of them could get enough momentum.

Criticism aside, fans of Ginsberg and the Beat generation of poetry will have enough to enjoy in *Howl*, and even after two hours of runtime, the film will leave you shouting: "Holy! Holy! Holy! Holy! Holy! Holy! Holy! Holy!"
If the premise of the show was simulate the question, “What do you want to do before you die?”

We have been much debate over whether or not The Buried Life is a total hoax or if Joaquin Phoenix was just acting for the camera. Questions were raised about the involvement of director Casey Affleck, Phoenix’s brother-in-law, in this project.

After seeing the documentary for myself, I firmly believe that over 80 percent of it was scripted. It was peculiar how Affleck could have had the camera on Phoenix during certain scenes. With near perfect documentary timing, Phoenix is shown having sex, snorting cocaine and having an emotional meltdown. It is hard to imagine that Affleck would have been in those exact places at the right times without the film being scripted.

Affleck wants his audience to believe that he was allowed to film “real” footage while Phoenix and his buddies were doing drugs and having sex with random girls.

It was also just confirmed that David Letterman and Sean “P. Diddy” Combs were in on the hoax themselves. While I’m very upset that this documentary is fake I am still impressed that Affleck and Phoenix managed to get Letterman and Combs to play a role in what is now being referred to as a “mockumentary.”

Joaquin grew a disgusting beard, let his hair grow long and decided to make terrible hip-hop music. Is the audience supposed to believe that Phoenix is going up a successful acting career for this? By the end of the documentary, Phoenix is in a financial hole and even admits his hip-hop music is horrible. This leads me to believe that Phoenix is too smart to have made such a stupid move in the first place.

While this film might have been a total waste of time to others, and despite the fact that it is fake, I still enjoyed it to a certain extent. Phoenix took a risk doing this film, and faced a huge amount of public criticism, but he managed to pull off a very good performance. Could you almost believe this documentary is real, based on the emotional roller coaster Phoenix is going through. I actually admire Phoenix’s performance, which makes me even more upset that the public has criticized this fake documentary. Overall, if you decide to see I’m Not Here, please take the route that I did, and don’t try to pinpoint what is so fake about it, but try to admire the effort that Phoenix put into his role in this film.

Ken’s Grade: 3 out of 5 Stars

To watch the trailer for I’m Still Here visit www.themontclarion.org

New Television Worth Watching: The Buried Life

The Buried Life, aka “MTV finally gets something right,” returns for its second season, as four friends try to answer the question, “What do you want to do before you die?”

If the premise of the show was simple—watch four white boys achieve all of their goals, it would have fallen flat immediately. However, being the heartfelt group they are, every show also devotes time to helping complete strangers achieve their own personal goals.

Past episodes have showcased The Buried Life troupe delivering a baby, attempting to play basketball with President Obama and appearing on the Oprah Winfrey Show. Although they don’t always succeed in their objectives, it’s still captivating to watch people actually try to do something with their lives, instead of letting it drift past them.

This upcoming season will contain the silly yet serious exploits of the group, including some unique quests among the strangers they help out. These quests include helping two sisters make a motorcycle journey across Florida to bury their father’s ashes, building a skate park for a community that has lost four teenagers to tragedy and helping a struggling rock band get signed to a record label.

Season two of The Buried Life airs Monday nights at 10:00 p.m. If you’re smart, it’ll be the best, and only, thing on MTV you’ll watch all season.

Nobody dreams of having multiple sclerosis.

Some dreams are universal. Hitting a home run in the Grand Slam, entering the World Series with a Grand Slam in the bottom of the ninth inning. Finding out that you have MS is not one of them.

Multiple sclerosis is a devastating disease of the central nervous system where the body’s immune system attacks the isolation surrounding the nerves, it strikes in the prime of life—this changes lives forever.

The National MS Society funds more research and provides more services for people with MS than any MS organization in the world. But we can’t do it alone.

To help make the dream of ending MS come true, visit us online at at www.nationalmssociety.org or call 1-800-344-MS(DRM)
PIANO LESSONS!!!
BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE.
INSTRUCTOR WITH OVER 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE AND A PIANO. VERY REASONABLE RATES. CALL OR EMAIL KATHERINE FOR DETAILS 201-694-9872. katmilsop@yahoo.com.

Help Wanted
*PART TIME MANAGER ASSISTANT* New Brunswick & Fairfield Locations. 815Hr Monday- Friday. Apply directly to Job Link: https://www.select2perform.com/default?action=url&key=ede39256565f99 or email resume to mmalinsk@fastenal.com

Services for Sale
PIANO LESSONS!!! BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE. INSTRUCTOR WITH OVER 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE AND A PIANO. VERY REASONABLE RATES. CALL OR E-MAIL KATHERINE FOR DETAILS 201-694-9872. katmilsop@yahoo.com.

Care to see how the newspaper is put together every week?
Check out the Behind The Scenes at The Montclarion blog.
Under the blogs tab at themontclarion.org.
This Week: An Interview with News Editor Nicole Simonetti.

Advertise With Us!
Contact Kevin at montclarionads@gmail.com

The Montclair Red Hawks sent the Rutgers-Newark Scarlet Raiders back home before the end of the first period, beating the Raiders 7-2 yesterday.

The Red Hawks struck early and often in the game. As the fans were just getting comfortable, a goal was scored only nine seconds into the game. Sophomore Rachel Senyszyn kicked the ball from the left of the net and蒙特clair’s Volleyball team lost to Brooklyn College on Saturday.

The Bulldog captian kept telling her team-mates, “We can’t let this happen.” After a six long and hard-fought sets, after five rounds of playing with Brooklyn College, the Bulldogs finally woke up in the third set and started with a good intensity up. It was 24-21 with Brooklyn hard late in the third. Milstein had two points to increase the lead four minutes later, but senior Katie Minervini’s penalty kick

After five long and hard-fought sets, Montclair’s Volleyball team lost to Brooklyn College on Saturday.

During the first set Montclair worked together and were very organized. Both teams set up for each other's spikes and the Red Hawks went into halftime with the score at 3-1. The Bulldogs finally woke up in the third set and started with a good intensity up. It was 24-21 with Brooklyn hard late in the third. Milstein had two points to increase the lead four minutes later, but senior Katie Minervini’s penalty kick

The Red Hawks went into halftime with the score at 3-1. Although the Bulldogs came back to within two at 25-23, the Red Hawks held on to win the set with a 25-14 score.

During the second set, the Red Hawks came out strong and scored seven consecutive points to take a 21-4 lead. The Bulldogs never recovered and Montclair won the set with a 25-14 score.

Sophomore Alyssa Batiste put up 37 attacks and 12 digs in the Red Hawk's loss to Brooklyn College on Saturday.

Sophomore Alyssa Batiste put up 37 attacks and 12 digs in the Red Hawk's loss to Brooklyn College on Saturday.

As the second set began and Montclair kept scoring, the Bulldogs started getting scared. With the score at 16-7, Montclair’s Bulldog captain kept telling her team-mates, “We can’t let this happen.” After a few more points, the Bulldogs came out and scored seven consecutive points making the score 16-23.

“When Brooklyn scored those seven consecutive points, our team felt that we need to pick up our game if we want to win,” sophomore Bella Milestone said.

“When something like that happens and we are in a rut, we tell ourselves to play a game called Bingo Bingo Bingo, which gets us back on track because we all love playing that game in practice. In times like these, we get ourselves out, and that game gets our heads back on track.”

Montclair was not able to pull it together as they lost the second set 25-10. The Bulldogs finally woke up in the third set and started with a good intensity up. It looked like the Bulldogs would be able to get a win, but Montclair never gave up hard late in the third. Mileston had two perfect sets which turned the game’s intensity up. It was 24-23 with Brooklyn at set point. The two teams kept the ball in play until Mileston missed, giving the Bulldogs the third set. That sent the match to the fourth set.

Montclair started the fourth set with a nine-point lead. They then fell apart when the teams were matched up 15-10. The Red Hawks kept together and beat the Bulldogs 24-25. Montclair did not give up as they brought the Bulldogs into the fifth set. Milestone stated, “After winning the fourth set and going into the final match we all agreed that our main focus was going to be aiming for open spots on the court and not to do anything fancy.”

At this point everyone watching was excited to see the outcome of the game. Though the Red Hawks showed the fans a good game, they were unable to overcome the last set leaving the Bulldogs the win. After each set, the girls learned about what went wrong, and looked to bring a new attitude to the next one and headed the ball into the goal.

This left the Red Hawks with an advantage of 5-2. Moments later Wacker brought the ball from the 30 with just one attacker between her and the goalie. She crossed the ball to where Minervini was waiting. Minervini received the pass and did not wait to take a direct kick into the goal. The Red Hawks stayed focused as they continued this predictable game.

“We had to play through the entire game,” Senyszyn said. “We didn’t have the mentality that we won the game already.” As the game was just about to end, Wacker took a shot from 35 yards while the keeper was out of the net on a challenge play. Wacker received her hat trick for the game with 1:32 remaining. The game ended with a win for the Red Hawks at 7-2.

Montclair is back in action on Saturday, Oct. 2 at 3 p.m. with a conference match at Rutgers-Camden. The Red Hawks next home game will be on Wednesday, Oct. 13 against Kean at 2 p.m.

After five long and hard-fought sets, Montclair’s Volleyball team lost to Brooklyn College on Saturday.

“During the first set Montclair worked together and were very organized. Both teams set up for each other’s spikes and the Red Hawks went into halftime with the score at 3-1. The Bulldogs finally woke up in the third set and started with a good intensity up. It was 24-21 with Brooklyn hard late in the third. Milstein had two points to increase the lead four minutes later, but senior Katie Minervini’s penalty kick

When Brooklyn scored those seven consecutive points, our team felt that we need to pick up our game if we want to win,” sophomore Bella Milestone said.

“When something like that happens and we are in a rut, we tell ourselves to play a game called Bingo Bingo Bingo, which gets us back on track because we all love playing that game in practice. In times like these, we get ourselves out, and that game gets our heads back on track.”

Montclair was not able to pull it together as they lost the second set 25-10. The Bulldogs finally woke up in the third set and started with a good intensity up. It looked like the Bulldogs would be able to get a win, but Montclair never gave up hard late in the third. Mileston had two perfect sets which turned the game’s intensity up. It was 24-23 with Brooklyn at set point. The two teams kept the ball in play until Mileston missed, giving the Bulldogs the third set. That sent the match to the fourth set.

Montclair started the fourth set with a nine-point lead. They then fell apart when the teams were matched up 15-10. The Red Hawks kept together and beat the Bulldogs 24-25. Montclair did not give up as they brought the Bulldogs into the fifth set. Milestone stated, “After winning the fourth set and going into the final match we all agreed that our main focus was going to be aiming for open spots on the court and not to do anything fancy.”

At this point everyone watching was excited to see the outcome of the game. Though the Red Hawks showed the fans a good game, they were unable to overcome the last set leaving the Bulldogs the win. After each set, the girls learned about what went wrong, and looked to bring a new attitude to the next one and headed the ball into the goal.

This left the Red Hawks with an advantage of 5-2. Moments later Wacker brought the ball from the 30 with just one attacker between her and the goalie. She crossed the ball to where Minervini was waiting. Minervini received the pass and did not wait to take a direct kick into the goal. The Red Hawks stayed focused as they continued this predictable game.

“We had to play through the entire game,” Senyszyn said. “We didn’t have the mentality that we won the game already.” As the game was just about to end, Wacker took a shot from 35 yards while the keeper was out of the net on a challenge play. Wacker received her hat trick for the game with 1:32 remaining. The game ended with a win for the Red Hawks at 7-2.”

Montclair is back in action on Saturday, Oct. 2 at 3 p.m. with a conference match at Rutgers-Camden. The Red Hawks next home game will be on Wednesday, Oct. 13 against Kean at 2 p.m.
The two most desired awards in Major League Baseball, the Cy Young and Most Valuable Player, are going to be announced at the end of the regular season. Baseball players compete and play to receive the honor. It’s an individual competition for the top three most valuable “players” for that season, not for the best team in either league. The pitcher is left out. The Cy Young award is no different, it’s given to the most dominant pitcher for the season, not the ace that gets his team to the playoffs.

In fact, the worse the team does, the more that individual player has to do. It’s easier to pitch around one good player than to deal with a line-up full of good athletes. And if the player’s team can’t hit, the pitcher is going to have to step up his game to another level just to give their team a chance to win.

I give the media credit. They do take votes away from players that are on good teams or have a good cast of players around them in the batting order, but essentially these players are taking votes away from their fellow teammates as they are that good.

This year, Miguel Cabrera, aside from Jose Bautista’s home run count, which I’ll mention later, is putting up nearly triple-crown numbers (he was the triple-crown a player has to lead the league in batting average, home runs and run-batted-in), but is stumbling, in expert’s opinion, out of contention for MVP because his team is in third place and eliminated from playoff contention. Jose Bautista, however, is negligibly stuck on the Toronto Blue Jays, they’re in fourth place in their division and have no chance of making the playoffs, but he still has 12 home runs and 44 runs bats-in, but is stumbling, in expert’s opinion, out of contention for MVP because his team is in third place and eliminated from playoff contention.

The next closest player, in either league, has 43 home runs, but Bautista is still being considered for the Most Valuable Player award. Felix Hernandez has as many wins as losses (12) but is first in the American League in earned run-average and second in strikeouts, but his team, the Seattle Mariners, has the second worst record in all of baseball. These players have been more than dominant, but will most likely lose out because of their teams.

The MVP and Cy Young are about dominance, about being feared, about solidifying yourself as a force for an entire year and proving that you are the best player in your league. A person’s team doesn’t affect how good or bad a player is. It’s not their fault their team is bad, and to restrict them from an award is absurd.

The teams that make the post season, or at least show a valiant run towards the post season, get the benefit of the doubt.

Tigers’ first baseman Miguel Cabrera put up MVP-type numbers in 2010, but may miss on an MVP award by playing on a non-playoff team.

MLB Awards Should Be About Individuals, Not Teams

Good Players on Bad Teams Should Get Credit Where Credit Is Due

Jay Yimza
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Men’s Soccer

Continued from page 24

The Montclarion

It’s another three points for us in the conference standings,” said Stenwick. “Anything you can grab, throw, the better.”

Montclair State’s next game is on Saturday, Oct. 2 when they take on Rutgers-Camden, a team for which the Red Hawks are mentally preparing.

“Our main focus is to stay motivated and hungry for the task ahead,” said Mandour. “It will be a hard-fought match against a great Rutgers team and we’re looking forward to coming out with another win.”

“Saturday’s game should be a good contest,” said Roig. “Everyone is pretty well rooted and we are looking forward to the opportunity.”

“Rutgers-Camden is a very strong team,” said coach Stenwick. “We prepare to get there always do, with focus, attention to details and a passion for winning.”

Kickoff for the game begins at 1:00 p.m. at MCU Soccer Park.

Mike Rudden also scored his first goal of the season during the Red Hawks’ win over TCNJ on Saturday.

The equality.”

However, the Red Hawks came out firing in the second half. Menouf extended the lead to 2-0 with his fifth goal, 3:10 into the period. After giving up a goal from TCNJ junior Luigi Mostello that trickled past the net, Monaka struck back over six minutes later 10 yards out on the right side for his second goal of the game to put the Red Hawks ahead 1-1.

The team’s game was won through strategy and hustle. Mike Petter added to the lead less than ten minutes later with his third goal of the season. He scored on a shot from 20 yards out the right corner as Paul DeMartino picked up the assist. Kevin Brown tacked on the last goal at 73:18 as Paul DeMartino hit a cross from the right side down to within six yards, where Brown was able to head the pass in for his first goal of the year.

Rojic made five saves for the Red Hawks, while sophomore Jason Vivas had three for TCNJ. MSU is now 5-2-2 overall and 2-0-0 in the conference, which is very important for each Brian Sontz
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Beautv Salon

16-37 7th Ave, Paul Lawn
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“Ours is the most desired award in Major League Baseball, the Cy Young and Most Valuable Player, are going to be announced at the end of the regular season. Baseball players compete and play to receive the honor. It’s an individual competition for the top three most valuable ‘players’ for that season, not for the best team in either league. The pitcher is left out. The Cy Young award is no different, it’s given to the most dominant pitcher for the season, not the ace that gets his team to the playoffs. In fact, the worse the team does, the more that individual player has to do. It’s easier to pitch around one good player than to deal with a line-up full of good athletes. And if the player’s team can’t hit, the pitcher is going to have to step up his game to another level just to give their team a chance to win. I give the media credit. They do take votes away from players that are on good teams or have a good cast of players around them in the batting order, but essentially these players are taking votes away from their fellow teammates as they are that good.

This year, Miguel Cabrera, aside from Jose Bautista’s home run count, which I’ll mention later, is putting up nearly triple-crown numbers (he was the triple-crown a player has to lead the league in batting average, home runs and run-batted-in), but is stumbling, in expert’s opinion, out of contention for MVP because his team is in third place and eliminated from playoff contention. Jose Bautista, however, is negligibly stuck on the Toronto Blue Jays, they’re in fourth place in their division and have no chance of making the playoffs, but he still has 12 home runs and 44 runs bats-in, but is stumbling, in expert’s opinion, out of contention for MVP because his team is in third place and eliminated from playoff contention.

The next closest player, in either league, has 43 home runs, but Bautista is still being considered for the Most Valuable Player award. Felix Hernandez has as many wins as losses (12) but is first in the American League in earned run-average and second in strikeouts, but his team, the Seattle Mariners, has the second worst record in all of baseball. These players have been more than dominant, but will most likely lose out because of their teams.

The MVP and Cy Young are about dominance, about being feared, about solidifying yourself as a force for an entire year and proving that you are the best player in your league. A person’s team doesn’t affect how good or bad a player is. It’s not their fault their team is bad, and to restrict them from an award is absurd.

The teams that make the post season, or at least show a valiant run towards the post season, get the benefit of the doubt.

Tigers’ first baseman Miguel Cabrera put up MVP-type numbers in 2010, but may miss on an MVP award by playing on a non-playoff team.

The two most desired awards in Major League Baseball, the Cy Young and Most Valuable Player, are going to be announced at the end of the regular season. Baseball players compete and play to receive the honor. It’s an individual competition for the top three most valuable “players” for that season, not for the best team in either league. The pitcher is left out. The Cy Young award is no different, it’s given to the most dominant pitcher for the season, not the ace that gets his team to the playoffs. In fact, the worse the team does, the more that individual player has to do. It’s easier to pitch around one good player than to deal with a line-up full of good athletes. And if the player’s team can’t hit, the pitcher is going to have to step up his game to another level just to give their team a chance to win.

I give the media credit. They do take votes away from players that are on good teams or have a good cast of players around them in the batting order, but essentially these players are taking votes away from their fellow teammates as they are that good.

This year, Miguel Cabrera, aside from Jose Bautista’s home run count, which I’ll mention later, is putting up nearly triple-crown numbers (he was the triple-crown a player has to lead the league in batting average, home runs and run-batted-in), but is stumbling, in expert’s opinion, out of contention for MVP because his team is in third place and eliminated from playoff contention. Jose Bautista, however, is negligibly stuck on the Toronto Blue Jays, they’re in fourth place in their division and have no chance of making the playoffs, but he still has 12 home runs and 44 runs bats-in, but is stumbling, in expert’s opinion, out of contention for MVP because his team is in third place and eliminated from playoff contention.

The next closest player, in either league, has 43 home runs, but Bautista is still being considered for the Most Valuable Player award. Felix Hernandez has as many wins as losses (12) but is first in the American League in earned run-average and second in strikeouts, but his team, the Seattle Mariners, has the second worst record in all of baseball. These players have been more than dominant, but will most likely lose out because of their teams.

The MVP and Cy Young are about dominance, about being feared, about solidifying yourself as a force for an entire year and proving that you are the best player in your league. A person’s team doesn’t affect how good or bad a player is. It’s not their fault their team is bad, and to restrict them from an award is absurd.

The teams that make the post season, or at least show a valiant run towards the post season, get the benefit of the doubt.

Tigers’ first baseman Miguel Cabrera put up MVP-type numbers in 2010, but may miss on an MVP award by playing on a non-playoff team.
Football Cruises Past Morrisville St.  
Red Hawks Rolling, Start Season 3-0 For First Time Since 2001.

Kris Hunte  
Assistant Sports Editor

The Red Hawks of Montclair State and the Mustangs of Morrisville State are on completely opposite poles of the NJAC. After Saturday’s football conference match-up, I’m sure you can guess who is on top.

MSU’s NJAC winning streak continues as they remain undefeated with a 42-6 massacre of the now 0-3 Mustangs on their own field. The Red Hawk offense was nearly flawless as they found success both through the air and on the ground. Their six touchdowns were split evenly between the passing game and the running game with three each.

MSU’s offense has been knee-deep in quality running backs since the beginning of the 2010 season. Saturday’s blowout continued this newly developed tradition with 143 of the team’s 398 total yards contributed by the running game, and three different running backs scoring a touchdown.

Senior captain Chris D’Andrea led the pack with 61 yards rushing on 23 carries. Standout freshman A.J. Scoppa continues to make a name for himself with 43 yards rushing on only seven carries. Scoppa was not the only freshman to show his skills Saturday. With an injury suffered by Matt Jimenez during the 26-7 win over Rowan, freshman Domenick Coiro was given an opportunity to take over where the senior left off, and he didn’t disappoint. On seven carries, Coiro ran for 28 yards and scored his first touchdown of the season.

Junior quarterback Tom Fischer had his best game of the season against the Mustangs. Fischer completed 76 percent of his 26 attempts for 199 yards and an impressive three touchdowns. One of those touchdowns went to his new favorite target, junior wide receiver Byron Lewin, who finished the game with nine catches for 80 yards receiving. This marks Lewin’s second straight game with at least eight receptions and 80 yards.

In addition to the 104 yards allowed by the Red Hawks, Morrisville State also committed two turnovers, one coming from an interception by junior defensive back Chad Faulkon and a fumble recovery by special-teams’ player Tahron Green. The Mustang backfield found zero daylight against MSU’s front seven as their leading rusher only managed to finish the game with nine yards. Linebackers Dan Avrino and Ed Kirschenaum led the charge with seven and six tackles, respectively. Kirschenaum recorded one tackle for a loss of yardage.

The undefeated Red Hawks will be looking for their twelfth straight NJAC victory at rival Kean University under the Friday night lights at 7 p.m.
**SCHEDULE OF EVENTS**

**October 4**
- Homecoming BBQ
- Homecoming King and Queen Talent Show
- Office Decoration and Residence Hall Banner Contest

**October 5**
- Inflatables
- Outdoor Movie: Iron Man 2

**October 6**
- International Student Organization Food Festival
- Pre-Softball Game BBQ
- Softball Game/Pep Rally: Faculty, Staff, and Students
- King and Queen Finalist Announcement
- Coffeehouse

**October 7**
- Smoothies and Novelties
- Montclair State Iron Chef Competition
- Montclair State vs. Rutgers-Newark Volleyball Game
- Casino Night

**October 8**
- Coffee Bar
- Floatbuilding
- Airbrushing
- Banner Contest Judging
- Montclair State vs. New Paltz Field Hockey Game
- Kaleidoscope
- Homefest!

---

**Homecoming and Family Day 2010**
*A whole day of fun*

**Saturday, October 9**
- Midnight Breakfast
- Marine Corp Flight Orientation
- Carnival
  - Carnival booths and novelty items such as face painting, hair wrapping, caricaturist, photo booth, and inflatables. Local vendors will be on site as well.
- Vinyasa Power Yoga
- Mini-University
- BBQ
- Campus/Construction Tours
- Homecoming Parade/Performance
- Montclair State vs. City College of New York Men’s Soccer Game
- Tailgate
- Ice Skating
- Montclair State vs. The College of New Jersey Football Game
  - Halftime: Drums of Thunder and Recognition of Class of 1960/Coach Edwards King/Queen and Parade Winners Announced
- Dinner from Home
- Hype Night
- Kaleidoscope

**Free parking on campus all day**

See all the details at montclair.edu/homecoming

Programs subject to change without notice

Local merchants are offering discounts October 9-15. See list of participating sponsors online at montclair.edu/homecoming.
Fantasy Football Start ‘Em/Sit ‘Em: Week Four

START ‘Em
QB – DONOVAN McNABB – McNabb heads into Philadelphia this weekend to play his former team. Eagles fans have never appreciated McNabb’s talent. They booed him on draft day, questioned his heart and chased him out of town after Kevin Kolb had a few good starts while he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he plays his best football when he was injured. The great thing about McNabb is that he plays his best football with a chip on his shoulder, and this chip McNabb is that he play

SIT ‘Em
QB – ALEX SMITH – Smith and the 49ers have to come all the way across the country to face the Atlanta Falcons, who are just coming off of an overtime win versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favorable record versus the defending champs. West coast teams do not have a favor
Red Hawk freshman Dan Mendoza scored twice in MSU's 5-1 win over the TCNJ Lions on Saturday afternoon.

The MSU Field Hockey team frequently consulted penalty corners, but just like all teams, were unable to score on seven of them. Their opponent, the Misericordia Cougars, scored the game’s only goal on one of their own, resulting in a 1-0 MSU loss.

For Montclair State, the loss was their first road victory of the season. The team’s first road victory of the season.

The Red Hawks went into halftime of the game with just a 3-5 record, celebrating on the field. The Red Hawks will now hit the road.

"Entering the second half with a goal up is not an easy thing to do," said sophomore goalkeeper Anthony Rogic. "The other team usually comes out blazing in the second half for full coverage of the Red Hawks' football game with Kean on Friday.

Senior defender Rebekah Keller drives the ball into Misericordia territory during the Red Hawks’ 1-0 loss to the Cougars last night.

Men’s Soccer Continued on Page 20